LAB RATS SCIENCE

Educational Interactive Science Fun!
Dear Event Coordinator,
Are you tired of “lame” science presentations being offered by “kids” who
have just been trained to do the job? I understand. Many years ago, I was the
one running the business of Mad Science and hiring these very students. As
the current Principal of a private school in Ottawa - I understand the value
of a dollar and the desire to have quality programming vs. a substandard
presentation. With over 25 years of edutainment experience ranging from
Cruise Ships to Birthday Parties and having authored over 80% of the
original Mad Science curriculum - You will not be disappointed. I, Mad
Mike (aka School Principal), promise that your guests will learn something
new while having fun!

The Science of Magic Show (20-50 minutes)
The Science of Magic Show is making local magicians furious! With a
whimsical blend of Science, Magic, Hairspray and Laugh-Your-Head-Off
Audience Participation, Mad Mike takes learning to a new level! In his fastpaced and highly visual demonstrations of core curriculum science
principles, Mad Mike reveals some of the basic mysteries of magic and the
science behind many of the illusions we often see on television.

The Fire and Ice Show (20-50 minutes)
Also knows as the Ying and Yang of Science. Using very visual
demonstrations Mad Mike will educate participants about the scientific
principals of fire. We will also educate the audience about the fascinating
principals of Frozen Carbon Dioxide Gas (Dry Ice*). From bubbling potions
to a creepy cemetery effect covering the whole gym floor, Mad Mike
guarantees that kids will be sitting on the edge of their seats, eagerly
absorbing every fun-framed minute!
* This Show is dependent on the availability of Dry Ice. Early Monday Morning Shows are not
recommended. A surcharge of $50/show is added to the cost to purchase and pick up the dry ice.

COSTS:
Length of show and number repetitions will determine final cost.
Shows can accommodate as many guests as you wish. Please keep in
mind that smaller groups create a more intimate/memorable
experience
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CONTACT:

Please call for details. ►

Need to customize the event to a specific theme, let me
know in advance and I’ll work it into the show!
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